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Objective 1: Professionalize youth workers by setting quality standards and ethical and professional

codes related to the coaching role, and develop high-quality skills and competencies, particularly in

their work with inclusion and diversity;

Objective 2: Create a space for youth workers to share experiences and know-how regarding

reaching out to marginalized young people;

Objective 3: Create a set of intellectual outputs to support youth workers in their personal and

Objective 4: Improve capacity building, management, and collaboration skills within the three

Objective 5: Increase the organizations’ ability to work with young people with fewer opportunities

Objective 6: Improve strategies and methods on how to conduct qualitative youth work including

PiFbase International is a 3-year strategic partnership between three youth organizations in Finland,

Romania, and Sweden. This long-term collaboration took place between March 2017- February 2021.

Our main goal is to improve the quality of youth work through an innovative method called PiFbase –

Pay it Forward Be a Social Entrepreneur.

We use coaching as the central tool and we strongly believe in social inclusion and celebration of

diversity.

In the strategic partnership PiFbase International we focus on four themes:

The learning environment in Youth Work

Professionalization of Youth workers

Social Inclusion and managing diversity in Youth work

Quality in Youth Work

In this strategic partnership we emphasize six objectives:

professional development;

 

organizations;

 

through the promotion of social entrepreneurship;

 

collaboration with local communities and initiate cross-sectoral cooperation.
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"Erasmus+ is the EU’s programme to support education, training, youth and sport in Europe. Its

budget of €14.7 billion will provide opportunities for over 4 million Europeans to study, train, gain

experience, and volunteer abroad."

Set to last until 2020, Erasmus+ doesn’t just have opportunities for students. Merging seven prior

programmes, it has opportunities for a wide variety of individuals and organisations.

Detailed information on these opportunities, including eligibility criteria, is available in the Erasmus+

Programme Guide. Erasmus+ has opportunities for people of all ages, helping them develop and share

knowledge and experience at institutions and organisations in different countries. Erasmus+ has

opportunities for a wide range of organisations, including universities, education and training providers,

think tanks, research organisations, and private businesses.

More information: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/about_en 

To bring Erasmus+ as close as possible to the participants and make sure it works well across different

countries, the EU works with National Agencies to manage the program.

The National Agencies are based in Programme Countries and their role involves: providing information

on Erasmus+; selecting projects to be funded; monitoring and evaluating Erasmus+; supporting

applicants and participants; working with other National Agencies and the EU; promoting Erasmus+;

sharing success stories and best practices.

More information: https://www.mucf.se/erasmus-plus

PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com
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CHALLENGE Do challenges based on your expertise level.

Start with Easy and go back to go do a more

challenging one.

Easy

Medium

Hard

EXERCISE Do this exercise! Exercises are based on a chapter’s information.

NOTE Have you thought about this thing? Or just a reminder.

QUOTE Motivational quotes to remind you of your valuable work.

TOOL Use this tool in a coaching session, for example.

1-TO- 1 COACHING One coach works with one person during the coaching session.

21ST CENTURY

SKILLS

Skills considered really important by experts in the job market and the

global business landscape.

A COACHING SPACE Space where the coachee gets coached: outdoors, indoors, at the office, in a

café, etc.

A LEARNING

AGREEMENT

In this agreement, the coachee commits to the coaching process and sets

goals for it. It is made by the coach and the coachee together.

COACHEE The person to be coached in a coaching process.

FLOW The feeling when the challenges and level of expertise meet each other.

SWOT- ANALYSIS Stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats. A tool that is

used in planning projects and enterprises, for example.

TEAM Team members are co-dependent, share tasks and responsibilities, and the

team itself is judged collectively for the outcome of their efforts. When

reaching the teams' end goal, the team breaks up.

MINDSET A person’s way of thinking, attitude or opinion - especially a habitual one.

6PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com



This chapter will lead you into the theme of coaching and particularly into Youth Coaching.

Furthermore, there is information about coaching sessions and their structure. In every chapter, there

are challenges to developing your coaching skills and tasks to try out in coaching sessions, and of

course in developing yourself.

There are many types of coaching that are used in different contexts, for example, sports coaching,

business coaching, life coaching, and neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) -coaching. Youth coaching is

coaching that summarizes something from all types of coaching for youngsters under 29 years.

Sometimes as a youth coach you need to focus on teenage challenges, a youngster’s well-being, and

personal growth before you can start coaching youngsters in projects or businesses using for example

business coaching methods.

WHAT IS COACHING
AND WHEN TO COACH?

Coaching is basically helping the coachee to develop themselves by challenging and supporting them

and discovering new ways to do so. ‘’Coaching is non-directive; it is about empowering the other

person to find a way forwards that works for them so they can unlock their full potential" (Soames

2019, 4).

When comparing coaching to instructing, a coach needs to read the situation, trust the process,

and ask the right questions rather than give straight answers and guidance to the coachee.  As a coach,

you should think and act differently than an instructor would - for example, in a situation when a

youngster stumbles into a problem, instead of giving them straight answers, think about answering

with a question. A good coach can decide how much support and guidance a coachee needs -

sometimes a coach needs to be managing or mentoring, more than coaching.

Everyone can be coached - though it is easier if they already know the benefits of the process and are

motivated. If they feel like they are forced into a coaching process and can’t see the benefits, they will

need more time to get their mind on your side. For the coaching process to work, a trustful relationship

and chemistry need to be established to let the coach challenge the coachee. If the chemistry is not

working, even if the coach and coachee have put effort into building a good relationship, the coach

should not be afraid to end the process. However, if the coach ends the process, it needs to be dealt

with properly.

2

DIRECTIVE NON-DIRECTIVE

Focus on
performance

Focus on
potential

Training    Managing    Mentoring    Coaching    Counselling/therapy
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TECHNIQUE

Instructing

Teaching

Training

Facilitating

Coaching

The time between childhood

and adulthood is full of new

things and changes. The mood

of a teenager varies, their

body changes and there are a

lot of heartbreaking thoughts. 

 

All of these make everyday

things scarier and more

complicated. As a coach, think

about how this situation

affects your coaching

sessions.

NOTE!

How to get a teenager to

open up? Respect, listen, ask,

and give positive feedback.

Give them time! Take steps

with a suitable level of

challenge for each person.

NOTE!

How would an instructor,

mentor, teacher... approach

the problem, based on the

diagram?

EXERCISE!
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TYPES OF COACHING
3

There are many types of coaching, and this chapter introduces the most common types. All methods

and types of coaching have their downsides, but they will not be dealt with here as the purpose is to

explain the methods used in various types of coaching and to outline their purpose in general.

The most common coaching type - sports coaching - focuses on a particular individual or team sport,

such as javelin throw or ice hockey. This type of coaching traditionally seeks to measure success by

wins, medals, or performance. This type of coaching focuses on improving the performance, technique,

or endurance of a professional athlete or team. The entertainment value of sports, the media, and

business surrounding sports have been influencing how sports coaching looks - from the outside.

Sports coaching varies based on the level of commitment and age level of the coachee - if it's ‘’just a

hobby’’ or if they’re aiming for a professional career.  Coaches for children and young people tend to

focus on keeping the sport fun in the beginning, and adding more challenges as they grow and

develop. Generally, youth coaches have an easier time keeping it fun and playful than adult coaches,

because the adult athletes are more serious about their sport, as it is often their source of income.

Nowadays, sports coaches also include other methods to support their coachee, for example, mental

coaching.

(Westerlund & Tuppurainen 2019, 108-112.)

"Business coaching is the process of engaging in regular, structured conversation with a ‘customer’: an

individual or team who is within a business, for-profit or non-profit organization, institution or

government and who is the recipient of business coaching. The objective is to enhance the client’s

knowledge and conduct to accomplish business objectives for both the customer and their

organization. Business coaching empowers the customer to comprehend their own part in

accomplishing business success and to improve that part in ways that are quantifiable and sustainable.

The coaching process can take on different forms, for example, individual or team coaching, and include

various objectives like problem-solving, leadership development and creation of high-performing

teams." (Rostron 2013, 14-16.)

Life coaching is where coaching focuses on improving individuals’ own lives as well as their working

lives, and it can also be a self-coaching process. It can be done with individuals, couples, and groups.

Life coaching involves coaches using their skills to help sufficiently working individuals to figure out

how to improve and keep up their cognitive skills and communication/action to lead more joyful,

beneficial, and fulfilled lives. The main goal of life coaching is to assist customers with getting better at

self-coaching. (Nelson-Jones 2006, 10-15.)

9PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com



Auditively oriented people have a pronounced hearing and learn best by speaking and listening to

the thoughts of others.

Kinesthetically oriented people learn by doing and experimenting themselves. For these people,

physical experiences are important.

Logical-rational people are analytical; concepts and definitions are emphasized with logic and

reason.

Visually oriented people learn and observe through images, and vision is emphasized.

The NLP-coaching method is based on recognizing human behavior and the structure of the mind and

reprogramming it using collected information about well-performing people and their activities

(processes). Neuro-linguistic programming includes mind systems and learning styles. These include

auditory, kinesthetic, logical-rational, and visual orientation. The different ways people observe the

world and view the environment affect how an individual learns and processes information in general.

(Jabe 2017, 173,177.)

NLP-types:

(Jabe 2017, 173,177.)

"People don't only use a coach when there is a problem with their

technique; they understand that no matter how good their technique is,

there is always room for improvement’’.

                          — John Perry, Sport Psychology

10PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com

"A leader is best when people barely know he exists, not so good when people obey

and acclaim him, worst when they despise him. But of a good leader, who talks little

when his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will all say ‘We did it ourselves’."

                                                                                             — Lao Tse

Coaching young people is about supporting their growth, building confidence, developing by learning

by doing, looking for personal strengths, setting and achieving goals, and dealing with personal issues.

In youth coaching the coach’s role and level of given challenges vary depending on coachees' age and

development stage. As a youth coach, you need to know the basics of human growth and development

theory to be able to prepare to face challenges that the youngster might encounter. Sometimes, a

youth coach needs to be more a counseling, trustworthy adult who listens rather than a coach who

challenges to take new steps towards the goal that the youngster has set. A youth coach might coach

a youngster with a specific business-related project or coach a youngster in social empowering.



Group coaching is done with a small group, aiming for personal development, better self-awareness,

and a learning experience. The group is formed with the intention of maximizing the combined energy,

experience, and knowledge of individuals who chose to join in order to achieve a specific personal

objective. The group can be formed just for that objective, for example, a group of youngsters that are

interested in event organizing, who in the coaching process will be planning and organizing an event.

When coaching a group, a coach needs to know how the group develops, group dynamics, roles, and

how to solve conflicts. In the beginning, a coach will be more like a leader, but as the group gets to

know each other, the coach will be more in the background.

The process of creating a group is called grouping. Group members are individuals who coordinate their

own efforts towards their personal outcomes, they have different tasks and their work is valued

individually because their tasks are usually not dependent on other tasks. Groups usually have a longer

‘’lifespan’’ than teams. Grouping can take a lot of time, but the development can be divided into five

phases: forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning. These phases are expanded on below.

The stages are the same with team forming even when the source of motivation is different. In groups,

there are different roles - ‘’official’’ and ‘’unofficial’’ roles. Official roles are usually predefined, like

chairman and secretary. Unofficial roles appear as the group develops, and are based on the

temperament, skills, personality, and know-how of individuals. (Britton, 2009)

In terms of self-knowledge, it is important for a coach to identify and understand the different roles

that exist and form in the group. Roles can vary in different situations or they can be permanent. Some

of the roles are innate, personality-based roles. Some of the roles, on the other hand, arise in situations

and can involve external influences. The coach can influence the realization of roles in the group by

enabling different challenges and ways of working as well as roles for the trainees.

PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com

3.1 GROUP COACHING

ROLE EXAMPLES

Task-roles

Chairperson, secretary,

marketing manager

Attitude roles

Helper, submitter, funny

Roles that keep the group going

Commentator, encourager, caring,

coordinator, initiator

Roles that disturb the groups functioning

Attention seeker, competitor, joker

Power roles

Leader, helper

Family roles

Mom, dad, sibling

Individual roles

Artist, musician

Working life roles

Boss, co-worker, supervisor

(Toivakka, Maasola, Junnila & Maasola 2011,37.)
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3.2 TEAM COACHING
The time a group needs to develop into a team will vary depending on the project or process. The

differences between team coaching and group coaching are that when reaching a common end goal,

the team breaks up, members are co-dependent, share tasks and responsibilities, and the team itself is

judged collectively for the outcome. Also, similar to group forming, there are different phases a team

needs to go through before becoming high-performing. In this chapter, we will introduce a model

developed by Eklund, Lindholm, and Salminen (2019) about team development stages, which was

based on an older model (Tuckman, 1965).

DEVELOPMENT STAGES

FORMING

Team members do not know each other yet.

STORMING

Team members gradually begin to look for their role within the team - some conflicts

may occur as they try to reinforce their influence on the team.

NORMING

Roles and the team starts to form.

PERFORMING

Team members work efficiently and cooperatively towards a common goal.

HIGH PERFORMING

A stage that only a few teams can reach. In this stage efficiency and team flow is at a

maximum.

ADJOURNING

Some important thing changes or a team member quits.

12PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com



A coach needs to acknowledge these development phases and coach the team through these phases.

In the beginning, a team needs the coach to be in charge, and the team members rely on the coach's

guidance. At the forming phase, it is important to go through the principles of working as a team,

decide roles and divide tasks and responsibilities.

In the forming and storming stages, the team might need the coach to solve conflicts in constructive

ways and to make sure that team members are committed to the team. The storming phase usually

comes with some collisions of different opinions as team members don’t trust each other well yet. Even

though this stage feels uncomfortable, it is a very important phase. In this phase the team grows and

develops, while the coach is in the middle of it all, handling the situation. For some teams, this phase

passes faster, and some might get stuck in it for some time. In the norming phase, the team starts to

develop, trust each other, and communication within the team becomes more fluent. In this phase, the

team learns more efficiently and can solve conflicts by themselves because the mindset is more us-

oriented than me-oriented. The coach acts more like a coordinator.

In the performing phase, the team has learned to cooperate well and work efficiently - they

understand the benefits of working together. A team's development process takes time and big

changes might lead to the team regressing back to previous phases. Only some teams achieve the

high-performing phase but this phase is all about highly motivated and developing team members.

Different points of view and diversity are appreciated. Team members want to develop themselves

continually and members might reorganize responsibilities and share leadership. The adjourning phase

means that every team will eventually split up. This usually happens when a project is finished, but if a

team member quits it might change the dynamics within the team, causing the team to enter a new

storming phase. Even when the project is over, the coach’s work doesn’t end there - because there

might be a new project to start or a new team to be formed. If this phase is not properly processed it

might affect future teams or projects.  (Eklund, Lindholm, Salminen & Salminen 2019, 103-116.)

3.3 YOUTH COACHING
Coaching young people from the professional youth worker's point of view is about supporting that

youngster's growth, building their confidence, learning by doing, looking for personal strengths, setting

and achieving goals, and dealing with personal issues.

Working on their own things and projects gives the young person the opportunity to find their own

strengths, gain experience and strengthen their network. The role of the coach is to listen, give support

and encourage young people as needed, to help the young person in his or her own challenges. Asking

the right questions at the right time and guiding young people to look for the information needed are a

coach’s most important tasks. Even if the coach knows the answer, he/she can guide the young people

to seek information from entrepreneurs or other adults, in which case the young person will create new

contacts and experiences of their own. The goal is finding the young people’s own paths, taking active

steps towards their own goals, and testing ideas in practice. A coach will create an inspiring

environment for the coachee in which to experiment freely.

13PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com



YOUR COACHING PROFILE
4

In human-centered activities, the coach must be aware of themself and their own process of spiritual

and personal growth, as coaching involves their own worldview and social networks, motivation,

objectives, values, and other such things. How can a coach coach others if they don’t know who they

themselves are? In the following chapters, you will learn about the coaching code, values, and other

important subjects on becoming a confident coach and preparing for a coaching session.

The coach’s personal focus should be developing themselves by learning from others, for example,

their coachees - and that process will take a whole lifetime, so don’t stress about it. Coaching is based

on trust, communication, and challenging coachees to learn. A coach’s job is to help coachees to get to

know themselves and achieve their full potential. Coaches, especially young ones, need to be

themselves so as to face coachees genuinely and equally and use their network for help if they don’t

have personal experience or knowledge in a particular area. Self-esteem grows with age and life

experience. Coaches can do many kinds of tests, read books, go to conferences and workshops to get

to know themselves better.

Trying to learn who you are as an individual and as a coach, the first thing you’ve got to figure out is

your strengths and weaknesses. And most importantly - accept them - since you can usually work on

weaknesses and ask others to support you. Our skills can be knowledge-based skills, transferable

skills, and personal abilities. Knowledge-based skills are skills that we can access by educating

ourselves and learning, for example, IT skills and foreign languages. Transferable skills are things that

you have developed throughout your life, like adaptability, communication, and leadership. Personal

abilities are what make you unique, like honesty, friendliness, and motivation. When you have

identified what your weaknesses are you can learn from them and they will not hold you back

anymore.

As well as getting to know yourself personally and as a coach, a coach needs to have active listening

skills, feedback skills, and empathy to understand the coachee’s perspective. Emotional intelligence

goes hand in hand with coaching and should be developed continuously.

There are many ways that you can start to learn about yourself to become a more confident coach.

The more time you put in, the more comfortable you will get when coaching. The more you coach, the

more you get to know your coaching style and become more authentic.  Just remember to plan the

session, execute it, then review and reflect on it. 

14PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com



Write down ways to help you stay focused and be truly present in the Preparation box.

Reflect on your performance afterward and give yourself a score. Write down comments that are

important.

After these steps, think of ideas that you can use to improve your coaching performance. You can

use the GROW model or SWOT for more self-improvement.

To Be Present And

Confident

Preparation Performance Focus

Session Impression Comments Score Improvement Areas

(Soames 2019, 122)

Goal Reality

Options Will action

IN
T

E
R

N
A

L
E

X
T

E
R

N
A

L

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

SWOT: Stands for "Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats". It is a tool that is used in planning

projects and enterprises. SWOT can be modified by using pictures or other words, and it can be used as

a self-assessment tool. The GROW model is a variation of SWOT.
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TOOL!

Fill it in each time you have a coaching session!

You can try out the following evaluating template from a coaching book by Nicole Soames (Soames

2019, 122) to plan beforehand and evaluate your performance during the coaching session.



-What do you have that others don’t?

-What do you do better than others?

-How do others describe your strengths?

-What values are unique to you?

-What are the tasks that you avoid because you

don’t think you can do them?

-What do you think you are not good at?

-How do others describe your weaknesses?

-What are the personality traits that hold you back?

-What do you think are your negative/bad habits?

-Do you consider yourself to be part of

your process/team/growing idea?

-If so, how can you use your resources to

take advantage of this growth?

-Is your goals, project, or process failing in

something?

-Is there something in your project/process

that you are not happy with?

-What are the roadblocks in your professional life?

-Are you a part of an unhealthy competitive

environment?

-Is changing technology a threat to your current

position?

-Do you feel threatened by any of your character

weaknesses?

(positivepsychology.com, 2020)

PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com

Do a full SWOT analysis on

yourself! Think about how

you can improve even more

and how to accept your

weaknesses.

EXERCISE!

What comes into the room

when I enter the room? Think

about what skills, attributes,

personality, and mood you

will be able to contribute to a

situation.

EXERCISE!
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4.1 COACHING CODE
The fundamental values   of the community, and the ways to act, are described by the word ethics.

Coaching is based on interaction and genuine encounters with another person, and ethics is one of its

most important elements. Working together is possible only when the coach is ready to face the

person being coached. The thoughts, actions, and decisions of one’s own and those of another person

always influence each other. Not everything goes as planned every time. The good thing about

coaching is that when all of this is taken into consideration, the coach will be ready to make the

decisions that lead to the best possible outcome. And the journey together can begin.

This ethical checklist is intended to assist the coach in ensuring that the operation is safe for all and is

treated with integrity. The checklist will clarify the roles of the coach and coachee, and help avoid

conflicts. The coach has a great responsibility for the coaching situations. As you’re coaching, consider

the following points and take them into consideration in accordance with the guidelines and laws of

your organization and your home country.

LAW
Get to know the laws that guide activity; child protection law, the youth act, general country laws,

etc.

DISCRIMINATION
Human rights are the foundation of all interaction between humans.

Use language that everyone knows - keep your speech simple.

Focus on the main idea in speech.

Use your adaptability to adjust to different situations. Be aware of your tone, pitch, and delivery.

Personal causes are a part of people’s identity, and identity is something people must be allowed to

define themselves through.

Be sensitive with things or topics that you might bring up to conversations.

INTERACTION
Give the coachee time and space to answer all the questions.

Give the coachee an opportunity to express their ideas.

Build a good personal relationship with the coachee.

Establish boundaries and limits as needed.

Don’t get involved with coachees doing when you feel like you have to. Get involved when you feel

like you don't have to. 

MATERIAL
Keep all the material you gather from the coachee safe and confidential.

Keep the material organized.

Make sure the material is sustainable and environmentally friendly.

17PiFbase international | www.pifbaseinternational.com



PRIVACY
Keep full confidentiality in the session.

Take sensitive information into account in every part of the project.

Make sure to establish your GDPR agreements.

Keep all your relationships in the coaching process professional.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Know what the coachee needs.

Make an analysis of the coachee’s interests.

Collect the needed background information, for example, what the coachee has studied.

Don’t favor one coachee over others.

Be aware of the warning signs of a coachee losing interest.

PHYSICAL
Respect the intimacy and personal space of the coachee.

Pay attention to the coachee’s body language.

Know your own body language.

Think - is there some background info you need (religion, culture…).

COACH’S KNOW-HOW
Get to know laws, used methods, goals you want to reach, tools, etc.

Make sure you understand your restrictions and capabilities.

Understand how to connect to the coachee, and how to communicate.

Learn how to inspire and motivate the coachee.

Use a problem-solving approach.

MANIPULATION
Be aware of any manipulation.

Use open questions.

Ask for feedback.

POWER
Strive for a neutral power balance.

(Made in Romania during a training course workshop with 12 Pif-base team participants in May 2019)
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FINANCE
When budget planning, make sure to include everyone’s perspective.

Think about where to keep potential money the coachee gathers, and who is responsible for it.

Take equality in the budget into the equation; how much is spent on the project? Is there a risk of

envy or inequality between coachees?

Study your national law and your organization’s policy on fundraising.

Decide what to do if there is extra money after the project.

(If you are a PiFbase coach for example).



4.2 VALUES

I appreciate

I accept

I can tolerate

Neutral area

Kari Helin introduces a model where the mind is pictured as 4 different areas. I appreciate I accept, I

can tolerate, (neutral area) and hard to tolerate. In the area of appreciation, there are the most

important things - the things that drive us and our mindset. This area is very culturally bound.  In the

area of acceptance, there are things, ways, and phenomenons that we can accept but that we don’t

necessarily appreciate. Things we can tolerate are quite a wide area, including things we appreciate

and accept, and also the things we can’t accept but still tolerate.  Outside this area there is a neutral

area, holding things we do not have any particular feelings for at all. In the hard to tolerate-area, all the

things that we have really negative feelings about are placed - the things that make us nauseous. The

area of appreciation is the opposite of the 'hard to tolerate'-area (Helin 1998), (Vartiainen-Ora 2005).

As a coach, it is important to know your values, especially those that are related to your work.

Recognizing your own values   and the coachee’s values makes it easier to act on them and achieve the

goals you’ve set together. It also helps when setting common rules in a coaching process.

Hard to tolerate
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Draw your own value field,

and write down the things

that fit in these areas for you.

EXERCISE!

Check if one of your values is missing and ask yourself what you

can do to change your environment or if there are other ways to

reflect this value in your life. 

Name key values in professional youth work.

Name one personal value that you want to work with as a coach.

Think:

Are you living in accordance with your values? How are these values

reflected in your life? What are your values? What is important to

you? Which of your values are not represented in your life? 

TOOL!
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Acceptance

Accomplishment

Accountability

Accuracy

Achievement

Adaptability

Alertness

Altruism

Ambition

Amusement

Assertiveness

Attentive

Awareness

Balance

Beauty

Boldness

Bravery

Brilliance

Calm

Candor

Capable

Careful

Certainty

Challenge

Charity

Cleanliness

Clear

Clever

Comfort

Commitment

Common sense

Communication

Community

Compassion

Competence

Concentration

Confidence

Connection

Consciousness

Consistency

Contentment

Contribution

Control

Conviction

Cooperation

Courage

Courtesy

Creation

Creativity

Credibility

Curiosity

Decisive

Decisiveness

Dedication

Dependability

Determination

Development

Devotion

Dignity

Discipline

Discovery

Drive

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Empathy

Empower

Endurance

Energy

Enjoyment

Enthusiasm

Equality

Ethical

Excellence

Experience

Exploration

Expressive

Fairness

Family

Famous

Fearless

Feelings

Ferocious

Fidelity

Focus

Foresight

Fortitude

Freedom

Friendship

Fun

Generosity

Genius

Giving

Goodness

Grace

Gratitude

Greatness

Growth

Happiness

Hard work

Harmony

Health

Honesty

Honor

Hope

Humility

Imagination

Improvement

Independence

Individuality

Innovation

Inquisitive

Insightful

Inspiring

Integrity

Intelligence

Intensity

Intuitive

Irreverent

Joy

Justice

Kindness

Knowledge

Lawful

Leadership

Learning

Liberty

Logic

Love

Loyalty

Mastery

Maturity

Meaning

Moderation

Motivation

Openness

Optimism

Order

Organization

Originality

Passion

Patience

Peace

Performance

Persistence

Playfulness

Poise

Potential

Power

Present

Productivity

Professionalism

Prosperity

Purpose

Quality

Realistic

Reason

Recognition

Recreation

Reflective

Respect

Responsibility

Restraint

Results-oriented

Reverence

Rigor

Risk

Satisfaction

Security

Self-reliance

Selfless

Sensitivity

Serenity

Service

Sharing

Significance

Silence

Simplicity

Sincerity

Skill

Skillfulness

Smart

Solitude

SpiritSpirituality

Spontaneous

Stability

Status

Stewardship

Strength

Structure

Success

Support

Surprise

Sustainability

Talent

Teamwork

Temperance

Thankful

Thorough

Thoughtful

Timeliness

Tolerance

Toughness

Traditional

Tranquility

Transparency

Trust

Trustworthy

Truth

Understanding

Uniqueness

Unity

Valor

Victory

Vigor

Vision

Vitality

Wealth

Welcoming

Winning

Wisdom

Wonder

VALUES



COACHING MINDSET
5

As a coach, you need to let your coachee make their own mistakes and experience fixing them. The

coaching process is personal to the coachee and you are there to help and support them in dealing

with these different experiences and emotions that come with them. Trust the youngster, trust the

process, ask questions and be present. As a coach, your mindset should be to have a lifelong learning

process and observe the things and people around you. At first, coaching can be a lot of trial and error,

but with the tools in this handbook, hopefully, you can become confident as a coach faster. Coaching is

something that is easy to learn but takes time to truly master and to develop your unique coaching

style. Start by reading some books from the book list.

As a coach, you really need to be yourself. Be open-minded about getting to know yourself, and accept

what you learn. You also need to practice coaching - the more the better. To find areas of your

coaching that you can improve, ask for feedback, and make sure to receive it in a good way. Also,

remember to evaluate your performance continuously by yourself. Be ready for dialogue on all topics

and stages in the process. This all builds your mindset as a coach, and therefore you will never be an

ultimate coach - you will always grow to be better.

There are multiple ways to become a professional coach. If that is your goal, start with opportunities in

your own country or with the ICF (International Coach Federation).
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Choose one or two of your top goals

and think about what kind of steps

will take you towards your goal.

Select four steps, and take a photo

to capture each one.

Make a collage of the pictures, and

set it as your cell phone or computer

wallpaper. This way, you get daily

reminders of the steps, and

hopefully this can push you to take

action on them.

EXERCISE!

Choose one or two of your top goals and

think about how you can make them happen.

 

Write, in a few sentences, how you think you

will feel when you have achieved your goal

and what your life will be like then.

 

Save the text in a place where you can read it

several times a day. This way, you get a feel

for how it would be to have achieved the

goal, and that leads you into active doing

and decision making.

EXERCISE!



There are certain rules and values   that a coach can rely on in their coaching process. We have compiled

these instructions in the form of a checklist. Think about what they mean to you and how to use them

in practice.

COACHING LAWS

Love what you do

Believe in dreams

Let coachees do things by themselves

Create a safe atmosphere

Invest your time

Be there and be interested

Put your back into it

Trust yourself

Show the coachees that you trust them

Do not do their tasks for them

Give support

Tell your stories

Acknowledge the time coachees invest in their project

Let coachees know that you are there to help them

Think wisely when tackling the situation

Reward the coachees
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The 21st-century skills are 12 abilities that today’s

students need to have to succeed in their careers

during the "Information Age". These abilities are

nowadays highly emphasized in the coaching

world. Learning these skills promotes a lifelong

learning process and personal development. Youth

coaching and project activities are learning

environments that support young people's growth

and skills.

Young people will need certain skills to function in

their future working life and society. 21st-century

skills are the things that will be required of

everyone in the future.

Thinking skills, working skills, management skills,

and the skills of living as a citizen of the world are

the things people need in order to be productive

and creative workers and citizens. When coaching

young people, it is good to set goals that match

precisely these areas of development.

21ST CENTURY SKILLS ARE:

Critical thinking

Creativity

Collaboration

Communication

Information literacy

Media literacy

Technology literacy

Flexibility

Leadership

Initiative

Productivity

Social skills

"These skills are intended to help students keep up with the lightning-pace of today’s modern markets.

Each skill is unique in how it helps students, but they all have one quality in common. They’re essential

in the age of the internet." (Reports.weforum.org. 2020)

 

5+% of today's professions will disappear in 20 years.

50% of today’s students will be in professions that do not exist today.

                                                                                (Reports.weforum.org. 2020)

"The European Commission works with the EU Member States to support and reinforce the

development of key competencies and basic skills for all, from an early age throughout life. Everyone

has the right to quality and inclusive education, training, and lifelong learning that develops key

competencies and basic skills. Key competencies and basic skills are needed by all for personal

fulfillment and development, employability, social inclusion, and active citizenship." (European

Commission 2020)
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Literacy

Multilingualism

Numerical, scientific, and engineering skills 

Digital and technology-based competencies

Interpersonal skills, and the ability to adopt new competencies 

Active citizenship

Entrepreneurship 

Cultural awareness and expression

The revised Key Competencies are:



5.1 ASKING QUESTIONS
In coaching, the core goal is to help the coachees become themselves - to help the person find a way to

lead themself forward. Coaching is first and foremost a mental process, and questions are a coach’s

best friends. Questions cause the coachee to reflect upon their own reality. The mental image of their

reality becomes clearer as the coachee finds the answer to the coach’s questions. At the same time, the

coachee may come up with a solution as their answer. The coach must have a plan, but also adjust what

kind of questions they ask the coachee as they go. A question itself triggers different ideas in the mind

of the coachee. There are not always "correct" answers. Good questions are those which are made by

listening, not planning beforehand.

There are two different kinds of questions - open ones, and closed ones. In closed questions, you have

predefined response options, and in open questions, coachees use their own words to answer. 

Normally in coaching, there are more open questions than closed ones. This is because open questions

often lead to deeper discussions about a subject, whereas closed questions can be used if the coach

wants a yes or no answer. If the coach gives readymade solutions or answers, the coachee loses their

influence on the situation. The coachee’s own answers help them to learn and realize things for

themselves.

To be a good coach, you must ask good questions. In every situation, the coach must listen and

concentrate on the coachee’s words and expressions. That is something a coach can, and must,

practice. Sometimes the coach must even tape their own mouth shut to give the coachee space and

time to find their words. Good questions are well-timed, simply worded, have a purpose, and can be

answered intuitively by the coachee. A coach should never make a coachee feel like they’ve given a

"wrong" answer, or try to control them with the questions. Good questions can influence a coachee’s

thoughts without being manipulative. When asking questions, the tone of your voice will influence the

way the listener interprets the question. Various questions, suited to different situations, are the

coach’s most important tools. The coach is responsible for the content of the coaching process, and for

guiding the work towards the goals the coachee has set. The coach asks insightful questions, highlights

the coachee’s potential, and encourages coachees to try new things. 

(Julie Starr 2016. Asking effective questions. The coaching manual.)
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Building
rapport and
relationship

Different
levels of
listening

Using
intuition

Beliefs we
operate

from

Asking
effective
questions

Giving
constructive

feedback

Questions should be asked

one by one and in

a realistic timetable.

NOTE!



QUESTION PACKAGE

"What if Batman would help you?"

Core questions

"Why are we doing this?" "What is the purpose of this?"

Hypothetical questions

"What would happen?"

Problem solving questions

"What should be done to make this work?"

Leading questions

"This is what we are used to thinking, right?"

Organizing questions

"How we are going to do that?"

Experimental questions

"What if this is the case, then what happens?"

Clarifying questions

"What this is based on?"

Limiting questions

"What is most important?"

Strategic questions

"Where does this lead to?"

Metaphorical questions

"If this were to be described as a color, what would it be?"

Questions that give options

"If there were three different variations of this, what would they be?"

Absurd questions

(Hassinen 2008), (Romppanen 2019)
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Try to ask someone the same

question with 3 different

voices/ tones.  Are there any

effects in the answers?

EXERCISE!

Build a question package for

sessions to quickly come up

with good questions. Modify

these questions to build your

own question package.

EXERCISE!



5.2 BLOCKAGES
In the coaching process, a coach can encounter situations where the coachee has mental or physical

blockages. A coachee might be afraid of rejection from a possible sponsor or have other such thoughts

of self-doubt. These blockages can be overcome by using tools that fit the situation. In these

situations, a task that seemed easy or has previously been easy might seem too hard or too big to sort

out. In these blockage situations, the coachee needs the coach’s help and guidance. The coach can ask

questions to try to solve what they are dealing with and guide the coachee by asking more in-depth

questions or using blockage-fighting tools.

The important thing is that the coach doesn’t give straight answers, for the sake of the coachee’s

learning process. If these situations are not properly dealt with, it might cause issues later in the

coaching process. Therefore, the coach needs to start tackling the problem quickly. The tools can also

be also used to solve a coach’s own blockage situations. A coach can also use their network to help

solve a blockage by inviting someone they know can help. Alternatively, the coachee can ask for help

from a person they know that doesn’t know anything about the subject at hand. Sometimes it helps to

look at things from another perspective. For that reason, another good tool to use is SWOT, where you

list Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. See chapter 10 for more tools.
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"The secret of getting ahead is getting started." — Mark Twain

"Goals may give focus, but dreams give power." — John Maxwell

"Tough times don’t last. Tough people do." — Robert H. Schuller

"Believe you can and you’re halfway there." — Theodore Roosevelt

"It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop." — Confucius
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POSITIVE NEGATIVE



How important is _______ really to you?

What if you lower your expectations and got moving that way?

How could you make this easier?

How is that working for you?

What happens if you keep acting the way you have?

What are you avoiding?

If you knew what was secretly holding you back, what would it be?

What are you not seeing or acknowledging?

Imagine for a moment that your issue is resolved. How did you get there?

What are you ready to change?

What is the problem in a nutshell?

What excites and inspires you? Make a list!

What could make a difference? What would make a difference?

If your problem would have been solved overnight, who would have helped you?

What information could you search for to help you find the first step?

QUESTIONS TO USE WHEN YOU’RE STUCK

TOOL!

Read the list in advance! Pick

a few and change to fit the

situation. You may also make

up your own questions!

NOTE!

It is completely pointless to sit and wait for a great idea or a great start. Sometimes it just doesn’t start

like in your dreams. There are many ways to increase creativity and motivation, as well as looking for

new ways to act.  When you just start and do something, it gradually builds up a flow of doing and

generates enthusiasm, and with that, you might even come up with something totally new. Start to

explore! The process will improve as you progress, and you will find the right way for you.

Read books, search for information, and learn. If there is a blockage or some difficulties, someone,

somewhere must have won that battle already. Set your objectives, write down a time limit, and work

hard. Is there someone who can help you? Who knows what to do in your situation? Do not hesitate to

ask for help.

If you don’t know how to move on, give yourself a break. Do something completely different for a while

- change your environment and rest. Ask for feedback and learn from it. Find the crux of the matter

and focus on it.
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5.3 MOTIVATION
Motivation is a multi-leveled and complicated dynamic phenomenon, and it just might be a person’s

greatest recourse. The two main motives are intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic

motivation gets a person motivated to do something because they find it pleasing and in line with their

personal values, and is usually longer lasting and more sustainable than extrinsic motivation. Extrinsic

motivation means that a person has an objective that they want to achieve based on external benefit

or compulsion. It can be used as a tool to achieve objectives if the value of the action is accepted and

therefore becomes part of a person’s inner motivation.

The foundation of motivation is personal values, needs, and life goals. The feeling of control and the

expected consequences are also involved. Motivation can be explained as three hierarchical stages,

from personal motivational factors to factors that come from context, action, and situation. The

highest is the personal stage, where motivation is seen as part of a person’s personality; people have

different values and life goals and are motivated towards things that are in line with their values and

goals. The second one, contextual motivation, means that people are making decisions based on where

their contextual factors are. The contextual stage includes people’s life circles, like family, work, health,

hobbies, and social relationships. The third stage is situational motivation, which is based on a specific

action or situation. Personal and contextual motivation mostly define situational motivation.

(Guay, Nageau & Vallerand 2003, 29,992-1004),

(Autti-Rämö, Rajavaara, Salminen, Ylinen, Aalto, Aalto & Seppälä 2016, 74-82).
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The person feels and accepts the objective that has been set as their own.

The person understands the benefits (for themselves and others) of reaching the objective.

The person believes that the objective is achievable.

The person experiences that they are making progress and can succeed.

The person has considered possible setbacks beforehand and knows how to deal with them.

A strong motivation is formed with five different factors:

(Furman, Pinjola & Rubanovitsch 2014,159.)

"Good questions inform, great questions transform."

                — Ken Coleman
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Make a motivational playlist

to help you stay motivated!

EXERCISE!

As a coach, you must keep your motivation up as well as learn what motivates your coachee. Everyone

has different things that get them motivated, and that will be important information during the

coaching process if the coachee should start to lose motivation. When a coachee learns what their

motivators are, you can help them solve blockages and help them get motivated. Some common

motivators are affiliation, autonomy, creativity, expertise, influence, material rewards, meaning,

recognition and security.

Affiliation 

Autonomy

Creativity

Expertise

Influence

Material rewards

Meaning

Recognition

Security

Belongingness to a community, good and close relationships.

Feeling of control by making key decisions, independence.

Seeking to innovate, plan and be identified as unique.

Seeking a high level of achievement in a specialized field.

Being a team leader, in control of others and resources.

Possessions, wealth and a high/specific standard of living.

Doing things that benefit themselves and that are believed to be

valuable for their own sake.

Being recognized and respected by others.

Seeking a solid and predictable future.

(Soames. 2019, 96-98.)

What are my goals? How do I benefit from achieving these goals? What are the benefits to others?

Where in the process of reaching the goal am I, right now? How did I get to this point, and did

someone help or support me?

How will I know when I have reached the next step? What are the things that I know I can achieve,

that lead towards reaching my goal?

After I have reached my goal, who do I want to thank, and how? 

To keep yourself motivated, you can ask yourself the following questions:

(Salmela-Aro, Nurmi & Feldt).
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MOTIVATIONAL QUOTES
If you feel like giving up, just look back on how far you’ve come already.

“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.” – Walt Disney

"You don’t find will power, you create it." - Unknown

"You will never always be motivated. You have to learn to be disciplined." - Jim Rohn

"The moment you doubt whether you can fly, you cease forever to be able to do it." – J.M. Barrie

“You learn more from failure than from success. Don’t let it stop you. Failure builds character.”

– Eleanor Roosevelt

“If you are working on something that you really care about, you don’t have to be pushed.

The vision pulls you.” – Steve Jobs

"With the new day comes new strength and new thoughts. Everything you’ve ever wanted is on

the other side of fear." — George Addair

“What you lack in talent can be made up with desire, hustle, and giving 110% all the time.”

– Don Zimmer

“Reading is to the mind, as exercise is to the body.” – Joseph Addison

"The pain you feel today will be the strength you feel tomorrow." – Unknown

“Whether you think you can or think you can’t, you’re right.” – Jim Boomer
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"Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you react to it."

                            — Charles R. Swindoll

Motivation does not arise for us by itself. It is a set of skills that can be learned, and that you must work

for. It is important to be surrounded by like-minded people with whom you can be yourself.  Many

studies have shown that a person is motivated when he or she feels that the work he or she does is

important, feels part of the team, and can feel that their participation matters.

You can support someone else in staying motivated by listening, showing interest, and saying thank

you. The key motivator is self-esteem, again. Be sure you are doing the right things, with the right

team, and then there will be motivation. You can recognize the right things by thinking about what will

get you the best value for your time, goals, and input.



Cosmetic listening means that you are just pretending to listen, while there is something else on

your mind that steers you away from your coaching session.

Selective listening means that you’re just listening to what you want to hear, and trying to judge if

what you’re hearing is even worth listening to. You’re not paying attention to what the other

person is saying - you’re just waiting to get your turn.

Active listening is the skill that a coach needs to focus on. When you’re listening actively, you are

truly present and interested in what the other person is saying. Active listening leads to mutual

understanding. An active listener can see things from the other person’s perspective too.

As a coach, one of the most important skills to master is listening and being truly present. To

understand feedback, both the coach and coachee need to know how to listen and communicate.

Active listening is the most important skill/tool that a coach can use.  It makes a huge difference

whether you are just hearing, or listening actively. A good listener not only understands what is being

said but can also help the person who is speaking to clarify their feelings and issues for them. Listening

can be divided into three different types: cosmetic, selective, and active. 

5.4 ACTIVE LISTENING

                                                                                                                         By: Maya Angelou

 

People unconsciously want these four questions to be answered with an implicit ‘yes’ by the person

they talk to. As a coach, trying to listen to your coachee and answer ‘yes’ to these four questions can

work miracles.
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TOOL!

 Do you see me?

Do you care that I’m here?

Am I enough for you, or do you need me to be better in some way?

Can you tell me that I’m special to you by the way you look at me?



An interruptive listener sticks to the subject of the

conversation but changes the course of the conversation as

they wish by interrupting the speaker. By interrupting the

speaker, they make them lose focus, and the flow of the

conversation goes the way the listener wants.

Interruptive listener

An advising listener is not very interested in the experiences of

the person they are communicating with; they are too eager to

give advice and guidance on how to use tools that they think are

wise to use. The person who was speaking might feel bad

because they didn’t get to share their own thoughts because

the listener overpowered them in the conversation.

Advising listener

An almighty listener multitasks and thinks they are important

and skilled. This type of listener doesn’t have time to look their

conversation partner in the eye and doesn’t have time to pay

attention to non-verbal communication. The person who is

speaking easily gets uncomfortable, and the conversation

usually dries up quickly.

Almighty listener

(Ahonen & Lohtaja-Ahonen 2014,121-125.)

If a coach notices themselves acting like one of these listener types they should apologize, take a

break, and start treating their conversation partner as an equal to themselves. They should focus on

being truly interested and present at the moment, and they should ask for feedback.

A self-centered listener is paying attention to only things they

want to hear and only talk about their experiences of those

things. The focus and the balance of the discussion change

from the coachee’s experiences to the coach’s. The coach’s

stories can be a valuable tool to use, but not in this way!

Self-centered listener

There are four listener types that coaches should not be:
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COMMUNICATION

Words

Tone

Non-verbal

7%

38%

55%

 (Soames 2019, 81-82.)

To become a good communicator, a developing coach needs to practice with other people to listen

actively and learn to observe non-verbal language and tones of voice. Non-verbal language is usually

unconscious, such as body language and expressions. Communication is made up of 7% outspoken

words, 38% tone of voice, and 55% nonverbal cues. A coach’s role is to reflect all these so that the

coachee can truly understand how they are feeling. (Soames 2019, 81-82.)

5.5 FEEDBACK
As a coach, you need to be aware that there is no good or bad feedback, only well- or poorly given

feedback. Feedback is always given based on observance and influence. The feedback-giver should

have two objectives. One is to help the receiver develop, and the second one is to express the feedback

giver's own feelings and thoughts - the first one being the most important. Before giving feedback,

make sure that you ask the person in front of you if they want feedback, and if they are prepared to

receive it. Only give feedback if they answer yes, or when they ask for feedback. This is important for

the outcome of the feedback. Unwanted feedback is poorly given feedback. It’s good to agree on

common rules about when and how to give feedback at the beginning of a coaching process.

Remember to adjust and vary feedback tools based on the coachee’s age, developmental stage, and

emotional skills - for example, a youngster versus an adult. Youths and adults may handle feedback

differently, as adults usually have better skills in dealing with feedback. It is important to learn both to

give and receiving feedback because that way you can develop and learn from your successes and your

mishaps. As a coach, you need to assess how to give feedback depending both on how well you think

the coachee can handle it, and how far they’ve come in the coaching process.
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"A goal without a plan is just a wish."

                  ― Antoine de Saint-Exupéry                            



Feedback shows you where you are in a process, and keeps you in the right direction to achieve your

goals and make the right decisions. It will give you information on how your behavior affects others and

shows your strengths and things you can develop. Receiving feedback increases self-awareness and is

a practical way to express your feelings. When you become more self-aware and more open, your

communication skills will develop. Feedback is the easiest and fastest way to show the meaning of

work, increase success, keep people responsible and increase communication.

The most common obstacles you will encounter when giving feedback are your own beliefs, and your

team’s or workplace’s bad habits and practices. Non-organized feedback, unclear goals, fear of

consequences, lack of time, prejudices, neglection, and assumptions are things that almost guarantee

that feedback will not be given or dealt with properly.  The impact of feedback depends on how you

use it, and it is easy to give good feedback when there are clear instructions, and when feedback is

given for the right reasons. Do not assume – give honest feedback. A coach needs to be able to tailor

how they give feedback, and what tools to use, to different coachees. There is a tool ''The DISC table''

and it can be used to show how different types of coachees will deal with impactful and corrective

feedback respectively. (See 10. More tools) A coach needs to remember to give more impressive

feedback than corrective feedback. 

An easy model for giving impactful feedback:

When you said/did/wrote _____________, I felt/experienced ___________________.

Use these verbs or change them to fit the situation.

After giving feedback, keep your mouth shut and let the receiver decide what to do with the feedback.

If they want, they might ask you to elaborate on your observations.
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(Ahonen & Lohtaja-Ahonen 2014, 59-60, 81.)

CHALLENGE

Give feedback to others

at least 3 times per day

for a week.

Remember to ask for

feedback about yourself too!
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Give feedback

to others at least 3 times

per day for a month.

CHALLENGE

Give feedback to others at

least 3 times per day for 3

months and continue

practicing for the rest of

your life.

CHALLENGE



1. I know what feedback means, and I want to give feedback even when others don’t.

2. I know my own objectives, and those of my work community, and the rules of my workplace.

3. I dare to give corrective feedback to anyone.

4. I give feedback to others daily and I also receive feedback myself. 

5. I find it easy to let people know about my mistakes and notify others about their mistakes.

6. I find it easy to let other people know whether I think their behavior is nice or unpleasant.

7. I give feedback to everyone, no matter their status, personality, development stage, success, or

other similar matters.

8. I like to observe how people are doing their job, and I tell them what I think.

9. I like to help others because I know that everyone wants to be better and develop in

their work.

10. When I want others to know what I am thinking I tell them directly.

If you agreed with seven or more claims, you are using feedback to develop and to support others in

developing - or at least you have good opportunities to do so. Remember to give more encouraging

feedback than corrective feedback.

If you disagreed with seven or more claims, the importance of feedback is not a very clear concept to

you or your workplace. Think about what you could do to change your thoughts and attitude, and how

to change practices to create a more developing environment.

Impactful feedback is given:

1. In an agreed way, calmly and continually.

2. To reach objectives and to follow workplace rules.

3. More about success than failure.

4. About relevant matters to support the receiver's development.

5. Including two parts: observation and influence, leaving the

decision-making to the receiver.

(Ahonen & Lohtaja-Ahonen 2014, 59-60, 81), (Soames 2019, 99)
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NOTE!

Go through the following list of claims - do you agree or disagree with them?

EXERCISE!



STRUCTURE OF A
COACHING SESSION

6

15 1570

START

Previous
session

Hello

Objectives

Tools

Dialogue

Motivation

Action

Questions  

Active
listening

Thinking

Questions  

Time Space Trust

Exploration

Summary

Objectives

Next steps

COACHING WRAP UP

Coaching processes can be designed with different time frames. Processes consist of many individual

coaching sessions. One coaching session can be divided into three different sections - start, coaching,

and wrap up. All sections are essential parts of coaching. The coach will plan the sections and

timetables to meet the goals set together. Usually, one coaching session lasts from 45 minutes to 1,5

hours. Even though a process is the coachee’s own, the coach will have a sort of hidden plan for the

sessions. The plan is not visible to the coachee, but with it, the coach can push the coachee in the right

direction. (Coachcampus.com 2020)
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Not every tool and method

will work with everyone, as we

are all different. Learn to

adapt and keep a spare tool in

your back pocket!

NOTE!

Think about what kind of

coaching space you might need in

order to increase the coachee’s

activity, soothe their mood, or

increase their creativity.

EXERCISE!



The first part of the coaching session builds trust, goals, and the foundation for that specific session. It

is important to go through the greetings and news from both the coach and the coachee. If the

coaching session is at the beginning of the coaching process, take the time to get to know each other.

If it’s not the first session you go through the previous session’s conversations and activities. After the

previous coaching session, the coachee may have had thoughts that popped up afterward, you may

have agreed on homework assignments, or raised questions. It is important for the coach to remember

to ensure that these matters are addressed during this first section of a coaching session. At the end of

this section, the coachee sets their own goals for the session. Approximately 15% of the total available

time from the session is reserved for the starting section.

START  15%
Hello! Welcome!

Link to last session

Coachee’s own objectives

COACHING THE YOUTH  70%
Questions, action, thinking, dialogue, active listening, and

desired outcomes. Inviting the coachee to explore different

actions or shift perspective for unearthing possible solutions.

The actual working time is approximately 70% of the available time. This is the time when the

youngster thinks about and does things that lead to the goals/objectives that have been set. The

coach builds dialogue, poses the right questions, listens actively, uses a variety of tools and methods to

help the coachee explore different points of view, approaches, and effects of different solutions. The

coach has their own plan for the session, which is changed if needed.

WRAP UP  15%
Summary

Next steps and actions

Objectives for the next session

At the end of the session, the coach and coachee will use some time to summarize thoughts and things

that were done during the session. Together they go through (evaluation/feedback/reflection) what

was achieved, what was learned, what the next goals are, and the next steps for the coaching. The

coachee’s own thoughts are important for learning and advancing, and it is a good idea for the coach

to take them into account when choosing what method of coaching suits the coachee the best. This

part of the session uses the same amount of time as the start section, 15 %.
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A good plan that can be modified is the foundation of the whole process, therefore:

Make a plan for a coaching session

A coaching process is always planned to meet a specific objective that has been chosen. When

planning a coaching session, it is important for the coach to consider characteristics of the coachee and

the coach, the tools, practices, time, and place, and how these could be changed if needed, in a planned

way. All the above influences the atmosphere of the coaching sessions, and through it the progress of

the coaching.

(Getsmarter.com 2020)
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Make a follow-up plan. It is also good for the coach to plan for the completion of the

coaching process and "after-care". Is there a way to set a checkpoint for the future, for

example three months away, or does the coachee need redirecting to other services? How

do you ensure that the coachee keeps their promises?

Set objectives for the coaching process, and create a common thread for the whole process.

Make a Coaching Agreement with the coachee.

Decide on how you communicate and keep in touch between the sessions.

Make a plan for the whole coaching process with its contents - session-specific plan and a

timetable.

Take into account the coachs own knowledge, skills, interests, motivation and resources.

Take into account the coachee’s/teams level, dynamics, motivation, age, limitations,

learning styles, speed bumps, strengths and other possible factors that influence the

progress of coaching.

Building trust is the foundation of everything. The coach chooses the tools, exercises,

questions and the materials needed to build trust between the coach and the coachee.

Think about the effect of the workspace on the flow and mood of the coaching session. It is

important to consider what equipment is used, whether the keys and other space

management issues are in order, what the space is like, what obstacles there are, practical

arrangements, building the desired atmosphere, etc.

Suitable amount of work between coaching sessions. Methods like homework, writing a

learning diary, taking notes or sending reminder messages can be given if needed.

Reflect and give feedback. The goal of the coaching process is to increase the coachee’s

understanding and learning and to give them new skills. At the end of the session, the

progress  should be evaluated. It is good to use different and alternative methods and

questions for feedback and evaluation-discussions with the coachee.



"We all need people who give us feedback. That’s how we improve"

                                                                                                                   ― Bill Gates
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CHALLENGE

Take a new method and

try it with the coachee.

Ask for feedback.

Take a familiar method

that you are comfortable

with and make a few

changes to fit the

objective better!

CHALLENGE

objective. What kind of tool

would be right for that

coaching moment?

Make up a working method

or exercise to fit the

purpose of the session or

CHALLENGE
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EXPERIENCES
AND STORY TIME

7

Here are a few stories from youngsters (Aaron, Ragnar, Stephanie, and Ioana-Alexandra) that all have

gone through a coaching process. They talk about their experiences and what "superpowers" they got

from the coaching process. After the youngster's stories, professional coaches (Niina, Matias, Satu,

Danielle, Fredrik, and Laura), whom all use different types of coaching in their work, share their stories

and give tips and book recommendations for coaches that want to develop their coaching skills.

7.1 AARON SILJANDER

When I was 12 years old, there was a survey held in our school about what should be developed or what

was missing from our town. Most of the votes went to repairing or building a skate park. Back then I

skated daily, and I voted for the skate park too at the survey. Then one day a youth coach came to our

school and all the youngsters who were interested in that skate park project gathered into a meeting.

Back then I did not know anyone who was attending that meeting but that changed quickly. In that

same meeting, we made plans for the project, how to build a new skate park, and after that project, I

just started many new projects and coaching processes with that coach support.

My first coaching process at the age of 12 was building that skate park and the whole team got the

Award for Democracy from the Finnish Ministry of Justice and some of us got to meet the president of

Finland. A year after that project me and some of my friends organized two downhill skiing events,

REWI 2K15 and REWI 2K16. In these projects, I was the project manager in our team. After organizing

the second event, REWI 2K16, our project team was invited to take part in organizing the 'Kahjo

Extreme Slide' event here in Finland.
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21 years old 

Got into the first coaching process at 12 years old

Biggest dream is to become economically independent, and

by starting my own company I can provide jobs for others too.

My superpower is courage!



These coaching processes were good! It was nice that we weren't given any straight answers and by

doing that we learned how to find information and answers by ourselves. In fact, that skill has also

proven to be very useful later in life, in the Finnish army, that was called a ''profound leadership'' skill.

From these coaching processes, I learned that in entrepreneurial things I need a team around me.  I also

learned about my limits, how to share tasks and teamwork.

Now I am studying entrepreneurship and team-leading in another city and there I am a team

entrepreneur at the Evision co-operative. After graduation, I would like to continue as an entrepreneur

in the field of marketing.

My biggest dream is to become economically independent and by starting my own company I can

provide jobs for others too. I can achieve that by finding the right people around me, studying, and

doing projects where I get to learn and get references. My superpower is courage because I dare to try

even though I am not sure if I can make it happen.

When I started my first coaching process, I didn't have many friends because I had just moved to that

town. By doing these projects I got new friends and courage.  I can't think of any bad things to say

about coaching, for me this was just a good thing. I would recommend youngsters to take part in

coaching processes because you can learn a lot of things that you can use later in your life.

7.2 RAGNAR RAUDSEPP

My first coaching process began at the age of 15. We wanted to make a project with a group of friends

about our common hobby. Our goal was to provide other local youths with the opportunity to get

involved in Airsoft. The coaching process took about two years, after which we thought we were ready

to do more challenging tasks with each other. And we got a ‘’Muursoft’’ project together.

I am 19 years old, I was born in Estonia and I live in Finland. I'm currently studying my final year of

Vocational Qualification in Business and Administration and I'm also coaching a boys football team. 
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19 years old 

Got into the first coaching process at 15 years old

Biggest dream is to go on a trip around the world.

My superpower is my social and speaking skills.



We continued to organize Airsoft games for a few years after an intensive coaching process until we

went to study elsewhere. During the project, the group of enthusiasts and the network grew to around

200 young people from different locations who still meet for games. I got involved in the coaching

process because I wanted to get a place to do my hobby. When my own knowledge and skills were not

enough then I felt we needed the help of a coach. We didn't know where to start, so we talked about

the idea of   a young entrepreneur coach. Although at first, everything seemed challenging and

different, with time it became easier and I came to the meetings at the right time to do my job

properly. After the first coaching process, I noticed that coaching really works. We were not given

ready answers, but we learned to seek answers ourselves, and our tasks were not done on our behalf.

The coach was present, encouraged us, and did not let us down. I would not have thought during the

first process that I would be involved in many new projects since then. During the first process, I

learned to seek information and solve problems, and of course to take responsibility.

After the process, I started new projects and joined a co-operative coached by the same coach and got

to do different jobs and earn some pocket money as well as get more experience. I have learned a lot

about myself, and I have grown as a person through coaching processes. During processes, I found out

what I was good at. I found out that I am a good communicator and I learned to speak and work better

with other people over time. Most of all, my daily management skills have developed, as projects and

work require a certain amount of precision. These lessons have already been useful and are important

to know from the perspective of future employment. The coach was able to provide support and help

in the right way and I felt that the coach was giving me challenges that I could handle. I learned an

entrepreneurial attitude and I am not afraid of failure anymore; I accept them as part of life and growth

and learn from them. Before coaching, I was scared to talk to others because I was afraid of failure, I

didn't dare to try new things and thought a lot about what others thought about me. Through

processes I kind of got liberated, I learned about myself and I had the chance to take part in organizing

Finnish-wide vocational Taitaja2020(Expert2020) competitions.

My plans for the future are to continue my studies in polytechnic and to employ myself, or at least get

the job I like. My biggest dream is, through education and work, to put myself in a position where one

day I could go on a trip around the world to explore the world. Later in life, I want to own my own

house. I make my dream come true by investing in my chosen educational path and working hard. My

superpower is sociability and speaking skills, nowadays I can talk and throw myself into any situation.

I recommend the coaching process to young people who want to try new things and develop and find

their own skills. I also recommend taking part in the coaching process for those young people who

already have an idea of what they want to do, but do not know where to start or how to proceed. The

process requires commitment, so it may not be suitable for everyone, but it is worth experimenting

with and trying out.
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7.3 STEPHANIE STJÄRNLÖV

22 years old 

Got into the first coaching process at 14-16 years old

Biggest dream is that I find a balance in life.

My superpower is entrepreneurial skills, communication,

creativity, problem-solving skills, and my drive.

I live in Sweden and work part-time while starting up my own business. My first coaching process was

when I was between 14-16 years old. Today I'm 22. I got into my first coaching process when I got

asked if I and my friends would like to be part of a coaching method to fulfill our dream of going to

London and make other youngsters' dreams possible through social entrepreneurship. We thought

they were mad, we did it! We did everything, from facing our fears, learning new skills, and coming up

with how we would make the money, by drawing, writing, binding, and producing a children’s book.

I learned a lot! At the time I did not realize how big of an impact it had on me until I looked back on

what I had accomplished by being exposed, so young, to the idea and possibly to make something on

my own. I learned then when I'm faced with something, I'm not sure how to proceed correctly, I'm afraid

of failure. It's taken years for me to work on it, I still am, but I would probably not have the guts to do

what I am today. Trying and working on my own business. Our kind of coaching, at the time, I thought

was only focused on the social entrepreneurial aspect but now when I look back, it was a lot of self-

discovery as well as self-improvement both skill-wise and improving our views of ourselves. It was

really exciting in the beginning and also, we were really pessimistic. It was something we've never heard

of before, never tried, and thought never could be done in our little village in the Swedish forest, but

we did it! We had our highs and our lows where our coaches had to keep us grounded and push us to

not give up. I think it was both a blessing and a curse of being a group as we could give each other

energy but also drain each other. But we made memories that I still hold on to today and skills I use

every day in my work life.

I work part-time in a growing company and I'm also starting my own company within web

development; I took the chance while having a lot of experienced friends within the entrepreneurial and

economic work field to try it out! My future plans are making, managing, and owning my own business,

giving me the freedom to do what I love and learn a new thing every day! My biggest dream is that find

a balance in life. I think I may achieve the dream of balance by going for my goals and experiences I'd

like to have. Always having something to look forward to, but also like where I am in the now. I'm not

there yet, with being blissfully fulfilled with my everyday life. But I hope I get there by taking my steps

of starting my own company, taking the steps to focus more on my physical and mental well-being,

and finding a balance.
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My superpower is entrepreneurial skills, communication, creativity, problem-solving skills, and my drive.

Coaching processes can be life-changing. You get to learn about yourself. Your strengths, weaknesses,

hopes, dreams, and building a foundation for whom you can become. It may seem lame and dumb, but

it is so much more than one even realizes then and there. That one day a week that did not seem like

much, us girls venting, discussing, laughing, cramming, and learning would lead me here, today. Paving

my own path and making my own job and having the guts to step into the unknown with a smile.

7.4 IOANA-ALEXANDRA STOICESCU

19 years old 

Got into the first coaching process at 17 years

old

Biggest dream is to become an entrepreneur

or a manager in my own company

My superpower is my ambition

I'm currently 17 years old, studying both management and social assistance at university and I'm also a

kindergarten teacher and a youth coordinator in an NGO called Un Strop de Fericire from Romania. I

started my first coaching process at the age of 15. I am a curious person and I like trying new things, so

I never let opportunities go away without even trying. My project was to fulfill the dream of one girl

who wanted really bad to go and study psychology at the university. During a three-month coaching

process, I had weekly meetings with my coach, and we planned how I will find resources and materials

in order to help her as much as possible without her knowing until I gave her dream to her. The ''dream

delivery'' was an emotional experience for both of us. The girl wanted that dream to be possible and I

made a lot of work to help her do that. The coaching sessions were interesting, and I liked the sessions

a lot because I had to reflect a lot on myself. In the beginning, it felt a little weird. I felt like I was

interviewed because my coach was asking me a lot of questions. Later I understood what was actually

happening and how much it did help me. By asking questions I learned a lot more than if my coach

would have given me straight answers.

I learned about myself that I usually have a lot of assumptions and that those were my biggest

challenges because I had to learn how to control them and to go with the flow and see what happens. I

also learned about myself that I am braver than I thought and that I actually can do anything or that I

can at least try to do it. Also, I found out that you can always get help from people. If you have the

courage to talk about the issue on hand, you can get help -when you least expect it. I still notice small

changes the coaching process made in my behavior or in my mindset even now, after two years.

Nowadays I make a clear plan for everything I do because it helps a lot and I always try to think outside

the box and ask for help if needed.
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My future plans are to finish university and find a job that I like 100% and also to try as many new

things as possible because I like being challenged. My biggest dream right now is to be happy and to

discover myself even more than I already have but if you want to know something concrete I think I can

say my biggest dream is to become an entrepreneur or a manager in my own company. I can achieve

my dream by finishing university and by participating in personal development activities more than I

already do and simply enjoying my life.

My superpower is my ambition. I always like to finish what I start, and I consider myself a really

ambitious girl who does whatever it takes in order to solve any problem she encounters.

A young person should get involved in coaching because it helps you more than you would ever expect

it to do. You can discover yourself through methods you can't do by yourself and also because it gives

you a lot of confidence and helps you grow as a human being by taking on new challenges.

7.5 NIINA KOIVUNIEMI

Executive Director/ Youth entrepreneurial coach at Youth

Entrepreneurship House Innola.

I can make people ''feel comfortable'' in different situations.

''You are never too anything to set another goal or to

dream a new dream''.

At the age of 5, I already knew what I was going to do when I grew up. I needed to be in charge of

everything, invent things to do for others, and make people feel entertained. My mother was a

childminder so the children there at my home were the ones that I directed for the first

time in children's games.

My hobbies led through a variety of instructor education to professional youth and leisure counseling

studies. As soon as I graduated, I continued my career path through community youth work and

teaching in vocational schools to the third sector in development and coaching.

I have always developed myself and studied alongside the work because everything new feels so

interesting and my hunger grows when I get to learn new things. For example, I have completed a

Master Coach degree, specialist qualification in leadership, and other complementary specialization

studies.
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I am currently working at Youth Entrepreneurship House Innola, coaching youngsters. Innola coaches

11-29 years old youngsters in entrepreneurship, project implementation, and an entrepreneurial

attitude. My work as an Executive Director is very independent, creative, chaotic, and project-like and

those are all the good and bad aspects of my job. Coaching gives me meaning in my life and fulfills my

own life mission.

My superpower: I can make people "feel comfortable" in different situations and that I am a persistent

person.

My coaching quote: ''You are never too anything to set another goal or to dream a new dream''

My tips for coaches: Have faith and trust in yourself as well as in another person and team. Dare and

trust. At least do something, the direction will become clearer over time.

My book recommendation for developing coaches: Peter Hawkins – Leadership Team Coaching:

Developing Collective Transformational Leadership

7.6 MATIAS VALLISTO

Problem-solving coach/Neuro-psychiatric coach in my

own company, Valhalla/Social worker at the Municipality

of Laukaa.

I can encounter people genuinely and I have great

dialogue skills. 

"Challenging takes us forward."

I have a bachelor's degree in Social Services, and I have been in this job for 15 years doing individual

coaching and group coaching, working with teachers and other adults who work with youngsters that

have diagnoses like ADHD, but mainly I am working with youngsters. I have started my own company

"Valhalla" where I can do coaching in other municipalities and with different customers. I also have

education from dialogue-based studies, neuro-psychiatric coaching, special studies of a coach, and

Masters coach- program (MCID). Now I am studying to become a work director. Through my first job, I

got to work with youngsters with different diagnoses. First, it was more trying things and searching

from google what these diagnoses even meant but after a while, I got into my first coaching process

where I learned more about diagnosis and realized that I had always been working with a coaching

mindset. I realized that coaching is my ‘’thing’’ and I started looking for more as my coaching identity

started to grow and I have developed my training methods further.
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Before, neuropsychiatric coaching was an umbrella term, but today it is more like a subordinate term. In

my work, I investigate a client’s problem with the client and what needs to be dealt with. Then we find

the target of the impact and look for alternatives for action. And then the client chooses what to

develop and then we try to apply the chosen solution and create a new practical model for it. Is it

working? We might try again or choose a new development target and the process starts from the

beginning until the customer thinks they no longer need coaching. Depending on the clients'

motivation this process can take everything from two weeks to years.

Working with youngsters teaches me a lot, especially with these youngsters that may know little but

the little things they know, they know a lot about, and therefore my knowledge expands. There will be

a huge amount of learning and the benefits may be seen in the long run. As a coach, I have learned to

learn from others. Maintaining physical health came along because I wanted to take care of the mind as

well as my whole. My work can be mind-boggling, by physical development and setting concrete goals,

like taking part in a competition, will help me and go hand in hand with the whole process of

development as a person and a coach. I challenge myself to do things that can be achieved to keep me

motivated.

My superpower is: I can encounter people genuinely and I have great dialogue skills.

My coaching quote: "Challenging takes us forward."  There must be challenges in life, a little feeling of

pain. If life gets comfortable you can’t learn or move forward.

My tips for coaches: Develop a coach within yourself, jump into the deep end of the pool, be bold and

challenge yourself. The main goal is not to get to a situation where you are satisfied. Don't look for

truths when searching for information.

My book recommendation for developing coaches: Sociodynamic counseling A constructivist

perspective- R. Vance Peavy
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7.7 SATU HAKA

Business Director/ Leadership coach at Innovestor

Ignite. 

I don’t solve problems on others' behalf, I help them to

solve them by themselves by coaching them. 

"Intervene when you shouldn’t intervene and don’t

intervene when you should intervene."

I am a business director and leadership coach and I've been working in my current job at Innovestor

Ignite for four years. My education background after elementary school is high school, Team Academy

Bachelor of Business Administration, which focused on team entrepreneurship. There I got to coach

young people in “young leaders”- coaching project, do projects, and I have done Team master- studies

that were about development as a  coach- program. My spark for coaching came from the fact that I

have been a coachee at a young age at Innolas "Entrepreneurship House"- coaching process and

through it, I grew up as a ‘’youth coach’’ and later in coaching leadership and entrepreneurship as well

as coaching thinking.

While studying at Team academy I had opportunities to coach and when Innola opened up a position

as a coach I applied for it and I got the job. At Innola I worked as a youth coach for 5 years before I

went to work for my current employer, to work in the entrepreneurial world. In my work, I lead my

eight-person teams with coaching, team goals, their personal development goals, and learning in the

longer term as well. For example, coaching them in what they can do now and what things they may

need to give up so that the next step can be taken. Pros in my work are my team and working with

different people, my workdays vary a lot and I get to develop myself all the time. Sometimes I need to

travel a lot and that can be tiring, kind of chaotic and it can be hard to get to the ‘’offline’’ mode.

Nowadays I get to develop myself by learning from others from professional conversations,

mentorships, and sparring, reading professional literature, listening to audiobooks, and sometimes

taking courses. Of course, I am continuously developing my skills by learning new tools, methods, and

different platforms. By coaching others, I love to see other people get motivated and develop

themselves.

My superpower is: I don’t solve problems on other’s behalf, I help them solve them by themselves by

coaching them.

My coaching quote: ‘’ Trust the process’’ & ‘’Don’t be afraid of the mistakes that coachee can make’’ & ‘’

Intervene when you shouldn’t intervene and don’t intervene when you should intervene ”- Johannes

Partanen

My tips for coaches: Read a lot and try different tools. Remember to use stories as a tool and use

stories and other tools as often as you can to get more comfortable as a coach.

My book recommendation for developing coaches: The fifth discipline – Peter M. Senge
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7.8 DANIELLE WHITE

Executive Coach collaborating with Universities in the UK.

I support people to get unstuck, move forward.

I am qualified as an Executive Coach, this gives me an understanding of models from coaching,

leadership, and psychotherapy. I work as an external coach for organizations that want to support

strategic thinking in their staff. I do this through one-to-one and group coaching. I also support Ph.D.

graduates and Early Career Researchers to transition following the completion of their Doctorate. This

often involves understanding professional priorities, opportunities, and setting actions to achieve

these.

My background is in youth and community work. Over 10 years ago I started coaching young people

identified as "high need" using models like the wheel of life. This was to enable their transition into

employment. I then researched career transition through a Doctorate where I explored different

frameworks that enable agency when people are experiencing multiple forms of disadvantage. I now

need to work with staff within Universities to support their progression and writing outputs.

I have always come from a position of recognizing the importance of empowering people to make their

own decisions, that they are the experts in their lives. My research has developed my understanding of

different models and research that support this. Training as a coach has deepened my ability to work

with people to see what is blocking progress. Working with high functioning adults in leadership

positions is different from working with disadvantaged young people.

I have educated myself with ILM 7 in executive coaching and mentoring, Ph.D. Career transition, various

coaching courses, conferences, and events. I constantly educate myself because I love what I do.

Recently I have been traveling around Argentina where I have been looking at popular approaches

being used. I have a coaching reading group I set up last year that meets monthly, I have another group

where we share resources and good practice. I am also an active member of the ICF and I attend and

present at conferences and events.

My superpower is that I am able to support my coaches to see through the complexity of options, to

understand what is important, and from this build a plan moving forward. I support people to get

unstuck, move forward.

My book recommendation for developing coaches: Time to Think – Nancy Kline
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7.9 FREDRIK WOUDA

I have been coaching for about nine years. My coaching has a background in courses taken in MI.

Coaching, and NLP-Coaching. The focus has always been personal development and supporting

people in need of unemployment to get jobs, to study goals, life goals, and so on. Five years ago, I

began to form a youth coaching technique and began to specialize more in doing youth coaching. In

practice, this means that the mentorship role and teacher role blend in sometime in the coaching and

the use of NLP and MI mixed into it also makes it a really good form to use when working with youths.

I am the co-founder and work in an NGO called Awesome People in Örebro, Sweden. I got this job by

creating it for myself and taking a step in my own goals in life that is to support young people in their

way towards their goals and dreams in life. There are just pros in my work except for the hunt for

funding all the time. I can learn all day and develop my skills in my own way and time. Every day I learn

something new and find better ways of coaching and I just love to go to work. I have taken several

courses of MI and NLP/Coaching and mixed it up with TMO (trauma care) Rhetoric’s course, Youth

worker courses, leadership courses, and read a big bunch of books on the topics and watched a big

amount of mixed coaching styles videos.

I always read or look for new ways of coaching to take good tips and mix in with my own style to

become even better in what I do. For me, coaching can be learned in a week's time, but it takes a

lifetime to master it. But even then, you can learn more! When I work with what I do, you get so many

reflections upon life, on goals and things that matter. It is a fantastic feeling when a youth says "thank

you, Fredrik, for getting me to the goal" and I can reply “I didn’t get you there - YOU did!" To then see

that person grow and become stronger and hungrier for life and realize their own power and how they

actually got themselves there is just magical. I just love being the silent ninja that works in the shadows

to empower people.

My book recommendation for developing coaches: Challenging Coaching: Going Beyond Traditional

Coaching to Face the FACTS - John Blakey & Ian Day

My superpower: Getting my coachees to feel relaxed and listened to.

My coaching quote: ‘’The power of coaching is this - you are expected to give people the path to find

answers, not the answers.’’

My tips for coaches: Find your style of coaching and practice, practice, practice, and practice. Read a

ton of books in different styles of coaching and pick the goodies to assemble your style.  Remember to

reflect on your sessions and remember that just because you took a coaching course, you're not a

coach! It takes a lifetime to become a coach and to master it so be humble and understand that it takes

time and patience to master it.

"The power of coaching is this: you are expected to

give people the path to find answers, not the answers".

Coach and project manager at Awesome People.

Getting my coachees to feel relaxed and listened to.
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7.10 LAURA MISTONDIS

In the first part of my career, I was a teacher, this was my dream. After four years I realized that the

formal education system did not correspond very much with my values and belief system, so I chose to

develop my career in the field of marketing and human resources. Working as a human resources

manager I discover the needs of people to be heard and get motivated to discover new resources,

strengths, and weaknesses that can be transformed into opportunities to develop and to fulfill their

dreams, goals, and missions.

I was open and fascinated when I discovered coaching. The first part of my formal training was in

neuro-linguistic programming up to the master level. It was a stage of self-knowledge and personal

discovery, but also a moment of openness towards non-judgment, listening, assertive communication,

and the use of re-modeling. I then followed a training program in coaching for eight months, after

which I obtained accreditation.

I think coaching is magic. It gives you unforgettable prospects, gives you the role of observer for your

own actions, then gives you the mirror to be able to see what you really are but haven't seen yet. It

takes you deep inside you to reveal the hidden treasures, but you also rise above the unknown heights.

For every coach, the coachee is a source of inspiration and lifelong learning. Each session is unique,

provocative, an inspirational story, a moment that gives you the opportunity to meet with yourself

through the person who mirrors you. At the same time, each session has a moment of feedback and

then a personal reflection, continuous learning. All coaching directions interfere with each other and are

based on the same principles. It is difficult to limit yourself to a certain pattern. I am a Life coach; I also

have accreditation in NLP coaching and now I am participating in the ERASMUS+ program to learn and

do Youth Coaching.  Coaching is an area in which continuous training is needed, broadening the

horizon: from transactional coaching to transformational coaching. I am interested in developing my

team-coaching and business coaching skills. I frequently follow the new trends in this area by being

subscribed to newsletters and other events.

My book recommendation for developing coaches: Effective Coaching - Myles Downey

My coaching quote: “Focus on the possibilities for success, not on the potential for failure” — Napoleon

Hill

My tips for coaches: Be ego-less and open-minded. Demonstrate good listening skills and be calm and

watch your body language. Be interested and respectful, support and challenge. Believe in human

potential, don't take responsibility for the outcome.

"Focus on the possibilities for success, not on the

potential for failure".

Life coach, NLP coach, HR specialist, and teacher
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100 QUESTIONS
8

On the next pages are 100 questions that can be used in a coaching session to help remove blockages,

to reach another level, reflect or to get to know your coachee.
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Use this blank space to come up with your own new questions!

EXERCISE!



1. Are you ready for the next level? 

2. Are you 100% focused on your goal?

3. Are you investing enough of your time/skills into this process?

4. By what date or time will you complete these steps?

5. Can you delegate it? 

6. Can you tell me more?

7. From where should we start?  

8. How are you taking care of yourself? 

9. How are you?  

10. How can I help right now? 

11. How can you make sure that you will remember that later?

12. How could you simplify that?  

13. How do you know that? 

14. How will you know when you are done?

15. How is this working?

16. How long have you been doing that?  

17. In the past, what has worked for you?

18. How will you know if you are going in the right (or wrong) direction?  

19. How will you know if you are overextending yourself? 

20. What are the pros and cons of this option?

21. How will you test your idea? 

22. How would that look/feel? 

23. If you are aware of the problem, do you know the solution?

24. If you could do anything, what would that be?

25. If you had a choice, what would you do?  

26. In what way is that in alignment with your values? 

27. Is this good for your health?  

28. Name things that are going well in your life. 

29. What are some steps that you can take this week towards achieving that?

30. What would be three steps that would achieve that?

31. What are you waiting for?

32. What are you wasting your time with?

33. What are your other options?

34. What can you do today to get you back on track?

35. What changes should you make now?

36. What could be the solution?

37. What could happen to change your attitude?

38. What could happen to change your mind?

39. What was your biggest win of today's session?

40. What do you need the most right now?

41. What do you need to know that you don’t know?

42. What do you really want?
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43. What do you think that means?

44. What does your experience teach you about that?

45. What does your ideal life look like? 

46. What does your intuition tell you?

47. What gets in your way in this area? 

48. What gets you out of bed each day?   

49. What goal are you ready to achieve? 

50. What have you tried so far?

51. What would you like to have achieved by the end of this session?

52. What is currently motivating you? 

53. What is exciting to you about this?

54. What is holding you back the most? 

55. What is on your mind?

56. What is possible?

57. What is that?  

58. What is the dynamic here? 

59. What is the most urgent task to be done?

60. What is a part that is not yet clear?

61. What is the truth here?  

62. What is the worst that can happen, and can you handle that?

63. What is your biggest fear about that?  

64. What action are you prepared to take?

65. What is your next step?  

66. What is your priority? 

67. What is your role in that?  

68. What is your strategy for that?  

69. What will happen if you don't take this step?

70. What is your unique talent?  

71. What is your vision?  

72. What kind of advice would you give yourself if you were the coach?

73. What kind of support would be helpful?

74. What are your obstacles?

75. What needs immediate attention?

76. What opportunities are you missing?

77. What options do you have, moving forward?

78. What question should l be asking?

79. What resources are available to you?

80. What results are important?

81. What skill do you most want to learn?

82. What does this mean to you?

83. What was the lesson?

84. What will you have to do to get the task done?

85. What would be the best way to make progress today?
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Not every tool and method
will work with everyone. Learn
to adapt and keep a spare tool

in your back pocket!

NOTE!

"Believe in yourself. You are braver than

you think, more talented than you know,

and capable of more than you imagine."

                                                    ― Roy T. Bennett

CHALLENGE

We would like to challenge you now to think of a time in your future when you have
noticed that you are a great coach. What has happened? What steps did you take?

Make a list of 10 strengths you will have as a coach then.

86. What would give you the most joy?

87. What would make that happen?

88. What would make this a win for you?

89. What would you do if you were not afraid?

90. When will you do that?

91. Where are you falling behind?

92. Where are you right now?

93. Where do you go from here?

94. Where do you want to be in (X) years?

95. Where will this lead?

96. Who can help you?

97. Why are you spending time on that?

98. Why do you think that is?

99. Would changing the environment help?

100. Would you like to sort that out?
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This handbook is a summary of our practical experience and theories
of coaching. We love to coach and with the help of these simple tools
and questions we hope  you will too. Just try it out and practice!

A WORD FROM THE TEAM



INTERESTING BOOKS
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Career

Hambly Liane, Bomford Ciara: Creative Career Coaching

Pierce J. Howard: Personality at work

Coaching

Duckworth, Angela: Why Passion and Resilience are the Secrets to Success

Brown, Brene: The Gifts of Imperfection: Let Go of Who You Think You’re Supposed to

Be and Embrace Who You Are

Dweck, Carol: Mindset: The New Psychology of Success

Duhigg, Charles: The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business

Carnegie, Dale: How to Win Friends and Influence People

Kahneman, Daniel: Thinking Fast and Slow

Schein, Edgar H.: Organizational culture and leadership

Schein, Edgar H.: Process consulting revisited

Clawson, James G.: Level three leadership: Getting below surface

Sincero, Jen: You Are a Badass. How to Stop Doubting Your Greatness and Start Living

an Awesome Life

Blakey, John & Day, Ian- Challenging Coaching: Going Beyond Traditional Coaching to

Face the FACTS

Beck, Martha: Finding Your Own North Star: Claiming the Life You Were Meant to Live

Maxwell: Equipping 101 (power of teamwork)

Downey, Myles: Effective Coaching

Nelson-Jones, Richard: Life Coaching Skills: How to Develop Skilled Clients

Senge, Peter M.: The fifth disciplin

Hawkins, Peter: Leadership Team Coaching: Developing Collective Transformational

Leadership 

Howard, Pierce J.: Personality at work

Quinn & all.: Becoming a master manager: A competing values approach

Spoelstra, Jon.: Ice to the Eskimos: How to Market a Product Nobody Wants. Harper

Business

Covey, Stephen R.: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Personal

Change

Jeffers, Susan: Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway
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Motivation

Guay E, Nageau G, Vallerand RJ: On the hierarchical structure of self-determined motivation: A

test of top-down and bottom-up effects. 

Haden, Jeff & Hawkins, Peter: Leadership Team Coaching: Developing Collective Transformational

Leadership the motivation myth

Dawn, Kristina: Motivation and Personality: Secrets Successful People Know to Achieve Better

Focus & Habits that Stick 

Active listening

Orbison, C.: Active Listening: The Forgotten Skill: Active Listening Skills

Hardman, Emilia: Active Listening 101: How to Turn Down Your Volume to Turn Up Your

Communication Skills

Gibson, Josh and  Walker, Fynn: The Art of Active Listening

Asking questions

Bungay Stanier, Michael : Seven Questions That Will Change the Way You Lead

Stoltzfus, Tony: A Coach's Guide to Powerful Asking Skills

Communication

Ferrari, Bernard T. : Power Listening: Mastering the Most Critical Business Skill of All

Baker, Greg S. : Fitly Spoken: Developing Effective Communication and Social Skills

Garcia, Helio Fred: The Power of Communication: Skills to Build Trust, Inspire Loyalty, and Lead

Effectively

Stout-Rostron, S. : Interventions in the coaching conversation: Thinking, feeling and behaviour. 

Reflection

Hay, Julie: Reflective Practice and Supervision for Coaches

Vancil, Marilyn:  Reflection Guide for Self to Lose – Self to Find

Kline, Nancy: Time to Think

Hall, Pete and Simeral, Alisa: Creating a Culture of Reflective Practice: Capacity-Building for

Schoolwide Success

Kaplan, Robert S.: What You're Really Meant to Do: A Road Map for Reaching Your Unique

Potential

Youth

Faber, Adele &  Mazlish, Elaine: How to Talk So Teens Will Listen and Listen So Teens Will Talk

Chapman, Dr. Gary: 5 Love Languages of Teenagers

Blakemore, Sarah-Jayne: Inventing Ourselves. The Secret Life of the Teenage Brain.
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MORE TOOLS
10
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The way you use your coaching tools depends on your experience, needs, courage, and imagination. It

is very important that as a coach you collect various tools that work in different situations allowing you

to choose the best one to fit your objectives. If you can’t find an existing tool to fit your objectives —

develop one yourself. Borrow pieces from different methods, combine different tools, and create

something new.

Here are some  additional well-known tools for coaching sessions:

THE FLIP SIDE OF THE COIN

Identify and delimit an issue/problem to be solved.
Make a list of the fundamental assumptions relating to that issue/problem.

Find opposites to each of the assumptions listed. From the opposite assumptions, pick the points
you consider valuable.
Think of how you could make a change that reverses the assumptions you've made.

Method:

Question your ideas by thinking the opposite.

Idea:

Reverse the generally accepted assumptions. Some of our beliefs are so fundamental that we do not
necessarily dare or even bother to question them. This method challenges you to think. It goes beyond
questioning, because it does not just focus on questioning, but on finding new ideas by thinking the
opposite.

Do:
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MIND MAP

Draw a challenge or problem in the middle of the paper.
Use keywords to write your thoughts regarding the challenge/problem in the middle.
When a thought leads to another thought, draw a line between them. Gradually, your thoughts
become a hierarchical map.
If you wish, you can also draw pictures on the map or use specific colors for different lines of
thought.
Study your map. Find the connections between the different things and connect them with lines.
Find ideas!

Method:

Draw a mind map. Organize your ideas and find connections between them by using images, keywords,
and key concepts.

Idea:

The mind map is a tool for organizing thoughts. It can be used for taking notes as well as for
brainstorming. When you are faced with a challenge or problem that needs solving, draw a map for
yourself to gather your feelings and thoughts about it.

Do:

BULLDOG

Define your objectives, problems, or challenges.
Find random words or pictures in magazines or books. List them on a piece of paper.
Use one or two words/pictures to build alternative solutions to your problems or challenges.
Study the results and find solutions!

Method:

Combining random words to get inspiration and ideas.

Idea:

A new idea is a combination of two or more old ideas. All ideas come from something that already
exists. Therefore,   generating an idea is about exploring how different combinations are made. When
looking for a new solution to a problem or challenge, include a random word or picture in your thinking
process. It doesn't have to be in any way related to the problem. Try to force it into the solution to the
problem.

Do:
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THE CREATIVITY OF IGNORANCE

Identify a problem or challenge.

Ask for advice from someone who is not familiar with your problem or challenge. The more the

person's life is different from your life, the better.

Use the advice as a guide to solve the problem/challenge - or act against the advice.

Method:

Asking for tips from someone who doesn't understand anything about your problem.

Idea:

The method will help you find new perspectives and get some useful advice.

Do:

SERVICE PERSONALITIES

Identify and define a problem or challenge.

Choose a character or person that is important to you, whether alive or dead, real or imaginary. Or

randomly draw a name from the previously listed people and characters commonly known to all.

Imagine what the character/person would say if you asked for tips regarding your problem.

Write down your thoughts, not minding if your thoughts are or aren’t directly related to the

problem/challenge. Study the things you have written.

Re-write your most promising thoughts and try to incorporate them into solving the

problem/challenge.

Method:

Boost your problem-solving skills with creativity and imagination in the form of all the characters and

people you know.

Do:
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Preparation: The coach will instruct the participants on how to use the method. Materials can for

example be differently colored hats or pictures of them that are displayed at different stages of the

exercise to symbolize the current way of thinking. Printed materials with information on the

different hats can be given so that they will not forget the meanings of the colors while working.

Presentation of the subject and hats.

Wearing hats: Each hat is used in turn for about 10-15 minutes. Most importantly, each hat (except

blue) is used at least once during the brainstorming session. Participants brainstorm and write

down ideas they get during the exercise. 

Summary: Finally, the blue hat is introduced. Review the core points of the discussions and

formulate a conclusion from the exercise.

Method:

"Six thinking hats" is a method for brainstorming, thinking, and discussion, developed by the 'creative

thinking'-guru Edward de Bono. The method is based on parallel thinking, in which the group thinks 'in

parallel' with a particular style of thinking. 

Idea: 

The direction is changed from time to time to create new ideas and make the overall picture more

versatile. De Bono has defined six directions of thought and called them "thought hats". Each hat has

its own color, symbolizing a style of thinking.  The white hat focuses on facts, the yellow on

opportunities, the red on emotion, the green on new options, the black on criticism, and the blue on the

big picture.

Do:
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SIX THINKING HATS
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White

Color of the hat Mindset Description and rules

Information, Knowledge No opinions, feelings or conclusions. Just the facts.

Red

Black

Yellow

Green

Blue

Emotions

Criticism

Positivity

New opportunities

Overall View

Intuition and Feeling. There is no need for emotions

or hints to be explained to others.

Doubt and seeing danger. The aim is to find faults.

Opportunities and Value creation.

Growth and new, provocative thoughts. The ideas

presented may be so-called "impossible" ideas.

The purpose is to guide thinking into new careers.

Improvement Areas



Method:

An effective exercise for processing ideas, evaluating, and solving problems is to ask "why?" five times

in a row. 

Do:

Once the problem or challenge is selected, participants are asked "why?" five times. Finally, the best

answers can be selected, and a plan to solve the problem/challenge can be made. 

To ask "how?" three times in a row can also be used.

5 X WHY

THE DISC-MODEL

S

D I

C

Do
mi
na
nt

Influential

Compliant St
ea
dy

ACTIVE

TASK

FOCUS

PEOPLE

FOCUS

REFLECTIVE

Dominant Influencial

SteadyCompliant

Direct
Decisive
Doer

Domineering
Demanding

Inpirational
Interactive
Interesting

Impulsive
Irritating

Cautious
Careful
Conscientious

Calculating
Condescending

Stable
Supportive
Sincere

Slow
Sensitive

Method: DISC-table is used to understand people's communication and self-knowledge by breaking

down personality into 4 different types. Dominant, Influential, Steady, and Compliant. This can improve

team working and minimize conflicts in the team. 

Do:

Search DISC- table online and answer questions and find out your DISC-profile. More information on

https://www.discprofile.com/what-is-disc 
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YES, AND…

Develop an idea where no thoughts are met with a 'no'. The goal is to unravel challenging thought

patterns with positive thinking. 

In a group, a person comes up with a finished or unfinished idea. The next person continues to develop

the idea, supplementing it with a new idea using the words "YES, AND ..." The rest of the group

continues with a positive thought and idea following the same pattern. Unexpected ideas are born this

way!

MAKE NEW CONNECTIONS

Use random words: Pick a word at random, then look for associations between that word and your

problem/challenge. 

Pictures: Pick any image, find a connection with your problem/challenge and notice any new

possibilities that might open up. 

Objects of interest: You can collect small objects of your choice for your next meeting. Put them

into a little bag and pick up one randomly. Think about how you could use this object to meet your

problem/challenge.

Idea:

A way to come up with new ideas is to make new and unexpected connections. Some of the best ideas

arise by chance. 

Do:
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Do:

Write down 10 ways to make your problem or challenge worse. Then write down how to make it better.

MAKE IT WORSE/MAKE IT BETTER

THE "VIA CHARACTER STRENGTHS" SURVEY

A free scientific survey on the internet where you can find out your greatest strengths.

https://www.viacharacter.org/survey/account/register

HOW GOOD ARE YOUR COACHING SKILLS?

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/coaching-skills-quiz.htm

MOTOROLA

A method that can be used in evaluating any kind of task, project, or process. The method consists of

four different questions and the answers can be written down or expressed verbally.

• What went well?

• What went poorly?

• What did I learn?

• How do we put what I have learned into practice?
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